gPartner by Devoteam becomes Devoteam G Cloud
Paris, October 20 2016. gPartner by Devoteam, European leader of integrating Google
Cloud Solutions, subsidiary of Devoteam, is now fully integrated into the Group’s
portfolio and changes its name to Devoteam G Cloud.
Devoteam G Cloud continues the development of its Google Cloud offerings and of its ecosystem
of specialized software editors within Devoteam Cloud Services, activity dedicated to the end to
end implementation, from consulting to support, of existing cloud solutions.
“ We are pleased to announce the new name of gPartner by Devoteam. We have chosen a
combination of the “G” to continue to highlight of our activity dedicated to Google and to
“Cloud” to be aligned with Google Cloud, the new name of Google For Work, announced
recently. Beyond the new name, this integration also enables us to continue our growth

throughout the 15 countries where Devoteam is present, started last year in Spain, Morocco and
Portugal, as well as to complete our portfolio by capitalising on the numerous Group offers, such as
Managed Services for Google Cloud Platform or Business Intelligence with Big Data and Machine
Learning” highlights Olivier Chanoux, co-founder of gPartner.

"With the full integration of gPartner, Devoteam reinforces its position as European leader in Cloud
solutions. Thus, we strengthen the panel of skills and solutions we are able to offer to our clients for

their digital transformation, responding to their needs of performance, agility and innovation. It also
confirms our strong ambition to build a sustainable and

global partnership with Google." explains

Godefroy de Bentzmann.
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À

PROPOS DE DEVOTEAM

Nous sommes un acteur majeur du conseil en
technologies innovantes et management
pour les entreprises. Nos 4 100 professionnels
sont engagés à faire gagner la bataille du digital
à nos clients.
Présent dans 15 pays et fort de 20 ans
d’expérience,
nous
améliorons
les
performances
des
entreprises
en
accompagnant l’adoption des usages digitaux et
en construisant des infrastructures à la pointe de
la technologie.

En 2015, Devoteam a réalisé un chiffre d’affaires
de 485 M€. Chez Devoteam, nous sommes
“Digital Transformakers”.
Devoteam SA (DVT), coté au compartiment C du
marché NYSE Euronext Paris (Code ISIN : FR
0000073793), fait partie des indices CAC All
Shares, CAC All-Tradables, CAC Mid Small et CAC
Small.
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